
Welcome home Tennis🎾 

 

Congratulations for the launch of this Neath Tennis courts event  

And a big thanks to the Tennis group for the time you have spent  

To resurrect the sport of Tennis 🎾 and the message you have sent  

That Tennis is back for all to encourage and play as tonight we present  

 

That the foundations are being laid to open the courts for everyone  

So exciting to be involved and support this project to play and have fun  

We need your  support to make it a success and to get the funding done  

So we can all get going and Tennis will once again be up to play and run  

 

Our Tennis group want to administer and promote Tennis for all ages  

Will be good to see you play and enjoy 😉 happy with smiling faces  

So our good wishes to the Tennis group tonight for being courageous  

For the many hours you have spent in meetings going through the pages  

 

So Tennis 🎾 is going to come to back in Neath and will be here to stay  

The sport of Tennis is available to participate in all seasons and every day  

The Neath Tennis group have been formed to promote and show the way  

To encourage a healthy life style and engage in community Tennis to play  

 

Soon we will all be ready to go on court to hold the ball 🎾 and  to serve  

The group have been meeting all the challenges and holding there nerve  

They wanted to help the community to get the Tennis back we deserve  

The ball is now firmly in our court to match play keep course and preserve  

 

So to all you good folks that have all gathered here on this inspiring night  

Thank you for all attending  and your support to give us the green light  

How comforting and rewarding to see the Tennis nets back upright  

The ball 🎾 is now going to be hit with momentum strong and bright  

 

                  For the Tennis Group  

                  From John Warman May 2019  

                  With best wish and Success  

 


